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Presentation Notes
Changing Enrolment Patters: We are seeing a surge in our domestic enrolment, but it’s unevenly spread across our programs.  Our non-degree studies programs are growing.  International enrolment remains volatile but strong for the School of Continuing Studies. The market is changing underneath our feet but “decline” is not the only dynamic. Declining international numbers exacerbated by the slow visa processing this past year that left students stranded and accepting offers elsewhere,  Provincial operating funding has not kept pace with inflation, enrolment growth, or the evolving supports that universities provide to students (with only limited and targeted growth for healthcare much STEM growth remains unfunded)  Provincial operating grants per FTE student have declined 31% between 2006-07 and 2021-22 and now represents only about 30% of total operating revenue Ontario in fact receives the lowest per-FTE operating grant funding for universities of $8,647 compared to an average of $12,215 in 2020-21. While understanding the incentive of the Province to keep postsecondary institutions affordable for families, Ontario is also the only province in Canada not allowing tuition fee increases New financial indicators that are disrupting our usual approach to budgeting and spending carryforwards.  MCU established the blue-ribbon panel to provide advice and recommendations to the province about the financial sustainability of the PSE so additional changes may be coming but in the meantime we will making a York submission to the Panel while also participating in the COU submission  
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University Academic Plan 2020-2025

York’s vision is to give a broad demographic of 
students access to a high quality, research-

intensive learning institution committed to the 
public good.



York’s Strategic Plan



Strategic Mandate Agreement (SMA) 3
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York’s overall target 
achievement for 

performance metrics in Year 3 
(2022-23).

99.60%

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Strategic Mandate Agreements are a key component of our accountability framework for the postsecondary education system.They are agreements that each publicly-assisted college and university has with the Ministry of Colleges and Universities. They include the:government’s accountability and transparency objectivesschool’s prioritiesThe Ministry has postponed implementing funding consequences for unmet targets.As a university that places great importance on accessibility, we are proud to celebrate the notable progress we have achieved in improving our graduation rate (SMA metric 3). Our efforts have resulted in a positive advancement from 98.71% in the 2021-22 to an impressive 104.83% in the 2022-23. Underperformed on two targets:Metric 4: Community/Local Impact of Student Enrolment: Enrolment is being addressed through Global Engagement and Internationalization Strategy, in tandem with a revamped Strategic Enrolment Management Framework and Action Plan.Metric 8: Research Revenue Attracted from Private Sources: York continues to demonstrate strong performance compared to other comprehensive institutions in Ontario. To address the underperformance, two ongoing crucial strategies have been identified involve placing emphasis on fostering large-scale, interdisciplinary grants in collaboration with the private sector.Strategic Enrolment Management (SEM)A new integrated SEM Framework and Action Plan was completed and will be implemented in June 2023 for the 2024 recruitment cycle. 



Advancing the 
University 
Academic Plan 
2020–25

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We have made significant progress on advancing each of the six priorities in our University Academic Plan this year. In the next few slides, I will share some of the key achievements for each of these priorities.



21st Century
Learning



21st Century Learning: Curriculum Innovation

Flexible program options & Technology Enhanced 
Learning (TEL)

57 classrooms renovated (majority converted to 
Hyflex).

52 new Hyflex courses added in 22/23.

Work-Integrated Learning (WIL)

2634 students participated in paid WIL.

Experiential Education

27,249 EE placements across 772 courses, 
a 231.55% YOY increase.
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Presentation Notes
Curriculum InnovationClassroom upgrades (physical and virtual)The renovation of 57 targeted classrooms have been completed, with the majority converted to hyflex spaces.245 classrooms refreshedYULearn curriculum manager was launched and developed in two phases, with the final phase implemented in Fall 2022.The e-Class system moved to the cloud, providing greater stability.Flexible Program Options and Technology Enhanced Learning (TEL)52 hyflex courses added in 2022/23.37% of course materials have been digitized. Day1Digital has been expanded to several hundred courses.Fall 2022 and Winter 2023 course offerings at 11% online. Blended courses increased 34% over 2021/22 (from 324 to 435), online courses increased 25% over 2021/22 (from 598 to 751)- 52 HYFX courses added in 2022/23 (a new code as of this year).New Vice-Provost, Teaching and Learning will begin their term in July 2023.Work-Integrated learningPaid Work-Integrated Learning (WIL) Opportunities: 2634 students had a paid WIL  in 2022-23.York launched a new initiative called the E-WIL (Entrepreneurship Women in Leadership) program to support women's entrepreneurship.Experiential Education27,249 Experiential Experience (EE) placements were available in 772 courses; this marks an 11,577 (headcount) increase compared to the previous year.Classroom-focused EE experienced a 231.55% growth compared to the previous year.



Exciting New Programs That Are Responding to Workforce Demands
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Program Name Anticipated Launch Date Faculty

Bachelor of Science in Data Science Fall 2023 Science

Microcredential in Film Accounting June 2023 AMPD

PhD in Disaster and Emergency Management Fall 2024 LA&PS

PhD and MA in Global Health Fall 2024 Health

Master of Health Industry Administration Fall 2023 Schulich School of 
Business

Master of Business Administration in Leading Technology-
Enabled Organizations (MBAt) Fall 2023 Schulich School of 

Business

Bachelor of Sport Management Fall 2024 LA&PS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here are some of the new programs launching. The new programs will enable York to provide students with the skills they need to enter a rapidly changing and global workforce.



Spotlight: Glendon Campus
York’s Academic Innovation Fund 
announced $40K to invest 
in Biskaabiiyaang: The Indigenous 
Metaverse led by Maya Chacaby 
to support the design of an Indigenous-
led metaverse delivering Anishinaabe 
language and First Nation cultural 
competency programs within a virtual 
world.
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Glendon Updates:Glendon Degree Harmonization expected to be completed by Sept. 2024.�Glendon partnership with the Toronto French School provides students with Experiential Education in the form of work placement courses.Spotlight Example: Using immersive quests, activities and learning games, Biskaabiiyaang aims to increase the number of Anishinaabemowin second-language speakers over the next decade. It will also become a living archive safeguarding the heritage of Indigenous Peoples.The AIF supports projects that advance York University’s priorities in terms of teaching, learning and student experience.



Spotlight: Markham Campus

$5M gift from Metropia.

More than $110K gifted to enhance student 
supports.

Approval of Markham Academic Programming.

Markham Campus Research Vision developed.

Markham Campus Student Services Strategy 
implemented.

Digital Technologies at IBM (Fall 2023 implemented 
with 363 applications received for a planned intake 
of 15 students.)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Building structure completed. The capital project will reach completion by Spring 2024.The Digital Technologies entering cohort of 15 will be used to assess the needs of employers.Several student support contributions received for a total of $110KMarkham African Caribbean Canadian Association (MACCA)The Markham District Energy Sustainability AwardThe Susan Wong Indigenous BursaryCouncilor Amanda Yeung Collucci's Markham Spring Gala Award.



21st Century Learning: Leading in Lifelong Learning
York is a leader in lifelong learning:

• 30% of OSAP eligible microcredentials 
come from York University.

• 40,000+ course enrolments in non-credit 
programs.

York announced the opening of the new LEED 
Gold Certified School of Continuing Studies 
Building in April 2023.
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School of Continuing Studies

Presenter
Presentation Notes
York is a leader in lifelong learning and providing students and people in the workforce with innovative, accessible and fast-track programs to accelerate upskilling and reskilling for a competitive global workforce.accounting for 30% of OSAP eligible micocredentials (370/1200 offered through the Province of Ontario. York as the most microcredential offerings of any other institution in Ontario.Other Highlights for lifelong learning142 OSAP receiving students enrolled in MC (395 eligible) * numbers incomplete until July 1.40,000+ course enrolments in non-credit programs, representing a YOY growth from a base of 29k from the previous year. School of Continuing Studies (SCS) enrolment increased by 42%. York University’s commitment to delivering high-quality and highly relevant non-credit learning opportunities has resulted in a 50% increase in non-credit course enrolment. York announced the opening the of the School of Continuing Studies Building. This new building also enables the School to continue growing its programming and support York’s priority to create 21st century learning opportunities with innovative programs in emerging fields that meet the diverse needs of adult and non-traditional learners. The structure is built to ensure complete adherence to sustainability in design. The building is designed to meet LEED Gold standards as well as the City of Toronto Green Standards. Strategies used include a high-performing façade system, direct outside air system with heat recovery ventilation, and daylight harvesting. The building is well positioned to achieve net zero in the future due to its low energy consumption. Additionally, the building is designed with the principles of diversity, equity, inclusion and sustainability. 



Spotlight: AMPD’s Living Museum Lab on Las Nubes EcoCampus
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The School of Arts, Media, Performance & Design is currently developing an international, experiential education opportunity for AMPD students at York’s Las Nubes Campus in Costa Rica. It introduces arts practices for developing community engaged and site-specific art centered on ecological justice outside of the traditional university and helps students develop the ability to work sustainably and ethically in diverse global contexts. The first AMPD course will be taught at Las Nubes in Summer 2023, and will be further developed in 2024 through setting up an art-focused Living Museum Lab on the eco-campus. 
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Spotlight: School of Medicine 

Currently only 1/3 of graduates from Ontario’s existing 
medical schools enter family practice and about 10% of 
Ontarians do not have a family doctor.

Examining demand versus supply of practice-ready 
physicians in Ontario shows that there is a 43% shortfall in 
the supply of family doctors.

York’s School of Medicine will train a new kind of family and 
community doctors within an integrated setting. The model is 
expected to create greater health equity for diverse 
communities across the GTA.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Updates:Major Capacity Expansion Proposal Submitted to the province in September 2022Inaugural Strategic Advisory Committee comprised of health care leaders met in January 2023Planning Prospectus shared with APPRC and the Academic Resource Committee of BoardExecuted agreements with the City of Vaughan re. Option to Purchase Block 5 of Vaughan Healthcare Centre Precinct.Joined the Western York Region OHT; collaborating on a primary care hub expansion proposalMeetings established in April 2023 between York and the Province to consider the financial, programmatic and health care impacts of the MCE Proposal.York is continuing to expand our impact in York Region and our leadership in health education and research through initiatives such as the Vaughan Healthcare Centre Precinct and our proposal for a new School of Medicine. As you know, we submitted a Major Capacity Expansion proposal to the Province for a new School of Medicine, and if we are successful, we believe we could be in a position to accept the first class of medical students in 2027. York University is internationally recognized for our top ranked, interdisciplinary health programs and health science research and innovation. Through this proposal, York is responding to vital community needs.Currently, 1.8M patients are without a family physician in Ontario. By 2025, this number is expected to grow to over 3M people without access to a family doctor, and no expectation of continuity of care. York’s proposed medical school will target the underserved catchment area of northern Toronto, York Region, Simcoe County, Muskoka, as well as adjacent rural areas, to prepare a new generation of primary care physicians who are trained to work within integrative comprehensive teams. In April, York and the Province established a Working Group to consider the financial, programmatic, and health care impacts of the Major Capacity Expansion (MCE) proposal. These talks are currently underway.I also wanted to add that there have been many beneficial collaborations that have come out of our proposal so far. For example, York joined the Western York Region Ontario Health Team (OHT), and is collaborating on a primary care hub expansion proposal.



Knowledge for 
the Future



Knowledge for the Future 
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Total Sponsored Research Income

$105.17 

$100.30 $100.42 

$105.54 

$111.45 

2018 2019 2020 2021 2022
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M
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At York, we realize the increasing importance of interdisciplinary research in advancing our knowledge of the world and creating positive change through new developments in health and technology, increased understanding of the complex social challenges that persist around the world. York is experiencing exponential growth in research and innovation:Achieved record levels of research funding – our externally sponsored research income saw a 5.6% increase to $112M in 2022/23 – York’s highest funding level ever.SSHRC Partnership Grants 2022: Awarded $10M with 4 grants received out of 6 applications. Total PG funding available across Canada is $50M with York receiving 20% of the total.SSHRC Partnership Development Grants – highest funding ever. In 2022, York received 8 grants out of 10 applications with total funding of $1,514,498. York’s success rate was 80% which far exceeded the national success rate at 47.8%NSERC:NSERC Discovery Grants in 2022 – 30 grants awarded with a total of $5.8M and a success rate of 59%.NSERC Sub-Atomic Physics – York submitted three applications in 2022 and two were successful (67.67% success rate and highest funding ever) of $780,000.CREATE: NSERC Create application led by Sergey Krylov (Science) received $1.65M from tri-council. York has 5 ongoing CREATE grants worth $1.5M to $2M in NSERC contributions. Likely the highest number of NSERC Create grants held by a single institution.



Knowledge for the Future: Research Excellence
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Strengthening our impact on the SDGs
• York invested more than $4.5M through the 

Catalyzing Interdisciplinary Research Clusters

Launched our Strategic Research Plan
• Knowledge for the Future: From Creation and Discovery 

to Application includes six areas of research strength 
and six opportunities for York.

Indigenous Research Ethics Board
• Expected to be launched July 2023.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CIRC supports interdisciplinary research in areas including water remediation, management of infectious disease through technological innovation, the effects of climate change on ecosystems and human populations, visual neuroscience, and understanding the pathway from colonial genocide to building just relationships.York stands ready to further its expertise and leadership in such fields as artificial intelligence, digital cultures, global health, Indigenous futurities, sustainability and more.Example: Shital Desai, design department in the School of the Arts, Media, Performance & Design, pursues UN Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) through design research methods such as human centred design, systems design and speculative design. Her YRC research will undertake codesign and development efforts with people with dementia, caregivers, health care practitioners and community partners. Using a Research through Design (RtD) process, this program will drive pivotal real-world advances in interactive prompting, with a view to the eventual development of whole new assistive/prompting systems.�Strategic Research Plan: Knowledge for the Future: From Creation and Discovery to Application VRPI has led a consultation process in 2022-23 with initial discussions completed with over 1,000 community members providing input.  Development of a new Strategic Research Plan (2018-2023) to support creation of new knowledge that addresses the needs of our communities at home and globally. This document will provide a strong aspirational vision for the development and recognition of York’s research and innovation enterprise and will be a foundational part of York’s research and innovation planning framework over the next five years to completion of the Plan in spring 2023. 



Knowledge for the Future: Examples of Major Grants
$8.7M awarded to Global Strategy Lab to launch 
AMR Policy Accelerator Led by Stephen Hoffman
(Health, Osgoode Hall School of Law)
$2.5M from CIHR to support development of new 
virtual mental health resources for remote 
Nunavut communities, led by Yvonne Bohr
(Health).
Stephen Gaetz (Education), received a second 
consecutive Partnership Grant to continue his work 
as president and CEO of the Canadian Observatory 
on Homelessness (COH) – an anti-homelessness 
research institute previously funded by the SSHRC 
in 2012.
York researcher Jude Kong (Science) 
received $7.25M to use AI, big data in fight against 
infectious diseases in LMIC.
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Other examples:$1.1M from NSERC awarded to Satinder Brar (Lassonde) to develop reliable detection methods for microplastics in wastewater.Sergey Krylov (Science) received $1.65M NSERC grant to develop pharmaceutical technology. York currently holds 5 ongoing NSERC Create grants (value: $1.5M-$2M each)- one of the highest number held by a Canadian institution
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Knowledge for the Future:
Research Excellence

New 
Organize 
Research 

Units

Canada 
Research 

Chair (CRC) 
renewals and 
11 new CRCs

new Royal 
Society of 

Canada 
Fellows and 
2 new RSC 
Members

6 14 4

CRC Anthony Chum is using 
health data to study the 
epidemiology of deaths and 
disease.
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York is increasing capacity for interdisciplinary research and scholarship which is being recognized internationally through prestigious programs such as the Canada Research Chairs Program and the Royal Society of Canada. The establishment of 6 new ORUs will further strengthen interdisciplinary research in areas such as AI, water research, neuroscience, emergency mitigation, and manufacturing technology. York now boasts a total of 31 ORUs.�Canada Research Chairs & York Research ChairsRenewal of 14 Canada Research Chairs (CRC) and the appointment of 11 new CRCs, to lead research in fields such as artificial intelligence, health, sustainability, and social justice. Eight researchers were announced as York Research Chairs.Canadian Institute for Advanced Research (CIFAR) announced 2 new York Fellows and 1 York co-director leading one new program – first time in recent York’s history.�Royal Society of CanadaThe Royal Society of Canada (RSC) recognizes leading intellectuals, scholars, researchers and artists to help them build a better future in Canada and around the world.  This year, York added four new Fellows, and two new College Members. �Research Service, Open Access Open Data Strategy & Policy, and Outreach The University has completed an Open Access Open Data Strategy & Policy and guidance on secure services for researchers.Inaugurated ASCEND: York’s first magazine dedicated to research and innovation for outreach and external distributionOngoing work on research service excellence, research security, and digitization of research serviceCRCs includeAntony Chum is assistant professor in the School of Kinesiology in the Faculty of Health and CRC Tier II in Population Health Data Science. Deaths and diseases of despair are those that are preventable, and they include substance-use disorders, suicides and overdose deaths. In 2019, they accounted for approximately 30 per cent of deaths for Canadians aged 15 to 49 years. Research into the causes of despair and strategies to reduce it may lead to substantial improvements in quality of life and life expectancy.Chum is establishing a national hub that will use population health data science to study the causes of – and solutions for – deaths and diseases of despair. He and his research team are investigating the epidemiology of deaths and diseases of despair as a unified phenomenon. They are also examining the role of follow-up care in preventing suicides, overdoses and substance-use disorders as well as evaluating how public policies can reduce these self-inflicted deaths and diseases.



Spotlight: 
Connected 
Minds
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York University recently celebrated a historic research funding award. In partnership with Queen’s University, York has received a grant of $105.7 million from the Canada First Research Excellence Fund (CFREF) for a transformative new research initiative -- Connected Minds: Neural and Machine Systems for a Healthy, Just Society. When combined with contributions from multi-sector partners, municipal governments and collaborating institutions, this totals $318.4 million, making Connected Minds the biggest York-led research program in the University’s history.The Connected Minds program is a first-of-its-kind, interdisciplinary research program that will work to ensure that technological progress and the future of AI is fair and equitable.Connected Minds: Neural & Machine Systems for a Healthy, Just Society, a 7-year project will create an international hub of expertise in socially responsible research and technology to optimize societal benefits and mitigate risks of human-machine interactions. Connected Minds will draw on York’s fundamental strength in interdisciplinary collaboration from 5 faculties (Health, Osgoode Hall Law School, Lassonde School of Engineering, Liberal Arts and Professional Studies, Arts, Media, Performance and Design (AMPD)) and 6 York ORUs:York Centre for Vision ResearchSensorium: Centre for Digital Arts ant TechnologyInstitute for Technoscience and SocietyCentre for Integrative and Applied NeuroscienceCentre for Indigenous Knowledges and LanguagesCentre for Artificial Intelligence and Society



Spotlight: Knowledge for the Future
Transformative Gift of $750,000 USD ($1M CAD) from the 
Walmart Foundation will fund a three-year research project 
that will examine the concept of social capital in Black and 
racialized communities in Canada.

The project is led by Jean Augustine Chair in Education, 
Community and Diaspora in the Faculty of Education and 
Professor Carl James.

The collaboration is supported by the Coalition of Innovation 
Leaders Against Racism (CILAR) and York’s School of 
Continuing Studies.
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Carl James

Presenter
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York University announced the $750,000 USD donation from the Walmart Foundation in June 2023. This generous donation will fund a 3-year research project that will examine the concept of social capital amongst Black and racialized communities in Canada, and open up new pathways to help these populations to realize their career ambitions. �



Knowledge for the Future: President’s Research Awards
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President’s Research Impact Award (PRIA)Associate Professor of AMPD, Karen Burke is a singer, music director, choral conductor and composer in the field of African-American vocal music. Her expertise is in the history and performance practices of Gospel music and has worked with major choral ensembles, organizations, schools, and church congregations. President’s Research Excellence Award (PREA)EUC Professor Linda Peake is the director of the City Institute at York University, and a feminist geographer with research interests in the co-construction of subjectivities and urban places, particularly pertaining to marginalized communities in the urban global south, and specifically Guyana. President’s Emerging Research Leadership Award (PERLA)Assistant Professor of AMPD Taien Ng-Chan is a writer and media artist whose research explores experimental processes of urban mapping and sound art, “object-oriented storytelling,” and futurist imaginings of everyday life in the Asian diaspora through immersive cinema, both in VR headset and dome projection modes.President’s Emerging Research Leadership Award (PERLA)Kong's research focuses on the use of AI, data science, mathematical models and system thinking to improve decision-making in global health and clinical public health.



Spotlight: YSpace

Ongoing work on developing the Commercialization Policy and Annual Commercialization Plan
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Yspace is York’s entrepreneurship and innovation hub. - York’s entrepreneurship hub celebrating its fifth anniversary this year - plans to take a unique accelerator program national. To date:170 Ventures Supported$86.3 million rev generated$41.8 million rev funding raised413 Jobs Created434 work integrated learning placements created329 workshops and events hosted



Spotlight: $3M to expand access for 
women entrepreneurs in Canada
• Yspace ELLA received $3M from a federal 

government program called Women 
Entrepreneurship Strategy (WES) to expand 
support for female entrepreneurs across the 
country. The donation will enable ELLA to expand 
its services across Canada.
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Spotlight: ELLA, run by the University’s innovation hub, YSpace, received $3 million from a federal government program called Women Entrepreneurship Strategy (WES) to expand support for female entrepreneurs across the country. The donation will enable ELLA to expand its services across Canada. The ELLA program offers three different levels of support for businesses: ELLA Express for self-paced learning, ELLA Ascend for early-stage business



Spotlight: Knowledge Mobilization (KMb)

MobilizeU is an 8-week accelerated course for 
faculty, researchers, postdoctoral fellows, 
graduate students, staff and more who are 
interested in learning more about Knowledge 
Mobilization.

Research Impact Canada shared an additional $3M 
from Future Skills Centre to support future skills 
development and employment training for 
Canadians.
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KMb aims to enhance the impact of research and scholarship by connecting academic researchers with external partners such as community organizations, government agencies, and industry.



From Access to 
Success



2022-23 Undergraduate Full-Year FFTEs: Final
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2018-19 
Actual

2019-20 
Actual

2020-21 
Actual

2021-22 
Actual

2022-23
Enrolment 

Target

2022-23
Actual

2022-23
Difference 
Between 

Actual and 
Target

Eligible 34,922 36,323 37,702 35,985 35,552 34,625 -927

Visa 6,401 7,638 8,384 7,952 8,862 7,047 -1815

Other 
Ineligible1 281 228 135 54 34 6 -28

Total 41,604 44,188 46,220 43,990 44,448 41,678 -2,770

1Other ineligible includes only the York/Sheridan design program, for which there is a target.  



2022-23 Masters Fall FTEs: Final
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Fall
2018

Actual

Fall
2019

Actual

Fall
2020

Actual

Fall
2021

Actual

Fall
2022

Enrolment 
Target

Fall
2022

Actual

Fall
2022

Difference 
Between 

Actual and 
Target

Eligible 2,298 2,212 2,326 2,249 2,445 2,022 -422

Visa 755 862 869 996 1,133 1,024 -109

Other
Ineligible1 126 144 118 109 109 131 +23

Total 3,179 3,218 3,313 3,354 3,686 3,178 -508

1 Numbers may not add up due to rounding



2022–23 Doctoral Fall FTEs: Final
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Fall
2018

Actual

Fall
2019

Actual

Fall
2020 

Actual

Fall
2021

Actual

Fall
2022

Enrolment 
Target

Fall
2022

Actual

Fall
2022

Difference 
Between 

Actual and 
Target

Eligible 1,148 1,161 1,169 1,099 1,181 1,082 -99

Visa 149 155 191 286 266 329 +63

Other
Ineligible1 425 453 447 475 475 493 +18

Total 1,721 1,769 1,807 1,861 1,923 1,905 -18

1 Numbers may not add up due to rounding



From Access to Success: Highlights
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Affordability
YU Eats addresses food insecurity among 
students.

Accessibility
80% of faculty members have adopted at least 
one Open Education Resource in their courses, 
and over 50% have adopted more than five.

AI + AI
Newly launched AI Technology and Academic 
Integrity webpage provides information about 
the capabilities and limitations of generative AI 
technology, such as ChatGPT.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Affordability York University's food services, YUEats, introduced a value menu to help address food insecurity on campus. The menu includes affordable options that are priced at $6.99 and is aimed at providing more affordable food choices for students. 80% of faculty members have adopted at least one OER in their courses, and over 50% have adopted more than five. The use of OER can help reduce costs for students and increase accessibility to education.  Academic Integrity A new webpage dedicated to helping instructors and teaching assistants navigate Artificial Intelligence (AI) tools such as ChatGPT and academic integrity is now available. The AI Technology and Academic Integrity webpage provides information about the capabilities and limitations of generative AI technology, such as ChatGPT. Artificial Intelligence (A) and Academic Integrity being reviewed; Broad consultation with the YU community was conducted and input incorporated in the draft policy; a draft policy reviewed by Counsel and next steps to be determined by ASCP. Strategic Enrolment Management (SEM) A new integrated SEM Framework and Action Plan was completed and will be implemented in June 2023 for the 2024 recruitment cycle.  Access to Success Scholarships:$21.3M in scholarships and bursaries supporting access  for students facing social and economic barriers with $8.3M designated for specific pandemic support.$27.3M in scholarships and bursaries to support success and retention of students currently enrolled in programs.

https://www.yorku.ca/unit/vpacad/academic-integrity/ai-technology-and-academic-integrity/
https://www.yorku.ca/unit/vpacad/academic-integrity/ai-technology-and-academic-integrity/


Highlights: Creating Access for York's Diverse Student Population
The Tom Janes Award for Black Scholars 
awards $5,000 to 10 first-year Black students 
who are enrolled in a LA&PS program.

Osgoode Hall Law School and leading law firm 
announced $1.2M Davies Fellow Award 
designed to break down barriers to legal 
education.

Schulich School of Business is participating in 
the launch of a new program as part of a 
Tri-Business School Collective to create
university pathways for Black high school 
students.
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Student well-being strategy development, including sharing national survey data through 50+ presentations, partnership between Counselling and Athletics for health education, launch of food security round table with multiple initiatives including $6 value meals, work on redistributing food, supporting the YFS food support, and new student facing resource website.Reworking the Registrar’s office and increasing collaboration with academic advising offices has resulted in significant improvements in a range of services, such as OSAP-eligible students receiving funding by the start of classes, a new web-based academic calendar, and a student refund portal. Continuing to advance SSRP & CRM.Expansion of decolonization, equity, diversity and inclusion (DEDI) student supports, including the Black Excellence program, employer meet and greet, diversity recruitment, inclusive awards criteria, student diversity census data dissemination, new supports for Indigenous, diverse counselling, and cultural programming, and new faculty/student portal for disability accommodations.Returned to a full athletics season with 450+ varsity athletes and full recreation and fitness activities. Interim Executive Director renewed division, and new ED recruited and hired, filled key vacancies, budget improvements, refresh of recreation and development of fitness expansion, pan-university collaborations, varsity student support for equity deserving athletes and teams, and improved overall A&R morale and culture.Increasing focus in Division of Students on targeted student retention initiatives, including developing demographic retention data, engaging with Faculties, launching Student Support Certificate training certificate and sessions for staff and faculty (with over 150 participants in 3 months), relaunching Individual Development Plans, and providing learning toolkits around DEDI, access, project management.



Highlights: Supporting Success of York’s Talented Students
The Paulina Lau Scholars program is 
providing students with global learning 
opportunities in research, coursework, and 
internships.

The Earle Nestmann Undergraduate 
Research Award provides Science students 
with paid 16-week positions in York research 
labs

400 initiatives were supported through the 
Academic Excellence Fund.
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The Earle Nestmann gift of $200,000, matched by the Faculty of Science for a total of $400,000, will create the Earle Nestmann Undergraduate Research Award (ENURA) program to support paid 16-week positions for students to work in York research labs over the summer term. Starting in 2023, ENURAs will support six students every summer, until the funds are fully expended.�FGS: The Vanier CGS program aims to attract and retain world-class doctoral students by supporting students who demonstrate both leadership skills and a high standard of scholarly achievement in graduate studies in the social sciences, humanities, natural sciences, engineering, and health.Also: Awarded 4 Post-Docs for Black and Indigenous Scholars.  5. Prioritized Indigenous scholars (both in building and launching the Indigenous Queue in Grad Adjudication and increasing the number of Indigenous OGS awards). 



Spotlight: 2023 Summer Jazz & Groove Lab

The School of the Arts, Media, Performance & Design’s 
Department of Music announced the 2023 in-person edition 
of the Summer Jazz and Groove Lab. 

This unique summer camp provides high school students the 
opportunity to explore a range of musical styles including: 
Jazz, Rhythm and Blues, Gospel, Hip-Hop and the blending 
of musical traditions from around the world. 

Students have the opportunity to work with the diverse and 
dynamic internationally renowned Faculty.
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Presentation Notes
This creative opportunity for young musicians to deepen their interest in contemporary styles of music will provide a vibrant environment for growth and discovery.



Spotlight: Making STEM accessible through K2i 
Academy

Lassonde School of Engineering launched the Kindergarten to 
Industry (K2i) Academy in 2020 with the aim to bring together an 
ecosystem of diverse partners to create a equitable outcomes for 
underrepresented youth in STEM.

To date, the K2i Academy has received $5M from various partners 
from government to the private sector.

Provincial Government funding was secured for two years to 
develop Work-Integrated Learning Programs, as well as a 
microcredentials program calls Specialist High Skills Program for 
Black youth in grades 7-12.



Spotlight: York’s First Friend
Launched by the Faculty of Liberal Arts & 
Professional Studies, the “York First Friend” 
initiative aims to connect international 
students prior to their arrival in Canada.
The initiative is coupled with International 
Student Peer Mentor programming targeting 
academic success, international student 
engagement, and career readiness.
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Spotlight: Enhancing Student Access with SAVY 
(York’s Student Virtual Assistant)

23,000 unique students have interacted with SAVY since its launch in 
January 2020. SAVY expects to exceed 100,000 conversations in the 
next academic cycle.

SAVY facilitated 7,538 conversations during the past six-month period.
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Presentation Notes
York University’s Student Virtual Assistant is enhancing student experience by helping them get connected to resources for academic success, health & wellness, student life, campus services and career development.52% of all questions asked of SAVY were asked outside of York office hours, after 4:30pm and before 8:30am, giving students access to key information outside of regular service hours.�



Advancing 
Global 
Engagement



Spotlight: Internationalization and Global Engagement Strategy
Launched in March 2023, the strategy reflects 
a commitment to Advancing Global 
Engagement and expands York’s position as 
an agent of positive change on global 
challenges such as climate change, poverty, 
systemic inequality and political polarization.

International recruitment pilots implemented 
for 2024-2025.
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Presentation Notes
York launched its new Internationalization and Global Engagement Strategy 2022-2027. Four strategic priorities will guide the work of the University’s Faculties and departments, and provide the flexibility needed to set goals depending on individual contexts and objectives, including:  expanding inclusive global and intercultural learning; enhancing the experience of international students; engaging in global research and innovation; and elevating global stewardship, partnerships, profile and impact.York International Priority Regions for this year: Africa, India, Costa Rica, Israel & Palestine (follow-up from trips)International marketing plan with C&PA and Division of Students Priority Markets: India, South East Asia (Vietnam), China & select countries in Africa / LAT AM with GROK Global services.Implement international student recruitment in-country presence.Working with OUR, and GROK – recruit in-country staff, develop relationships with key partners in above priority markets.

https://www.yorku.ca/uap2020-25/six-priorities-for-action/advancing-global-engagement/
https://www.yorku.ca/uap2020-25/six-priorities-for-action/advancing-global-engagement/


Spotlight: Globally Networked Learning (GNL)
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900+

GNL projects since inception (2020);
8 of those projects took place in 2022-23.

Students from York and partner institutions have 
participated in 7 GNL courses in 2022-23.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Launched as part of the pandemic response in summer of 2020, Globally Networked Learning (GNL) offers an accessible way to internationalize teaching and learning experiences by combining cross-cultural perspectives with use of technology.GNLs enable faculty to work closely with their peers abroad.GNL benefits students in participating regions by providing a cost-effective complement to student mobility, as well as creating pathways to learning abroad.The goal is to leverage existing technology and courses within the collaboration.GNL is intentionally open and flexible to allow for variations and approaches that are discipline, and region specific. The initiatives range from a project, guest lectures, co-curricular to a joint course.GNL continues to grow at York and we intend to offer it as a suite of global learning opportunities.  Given that 70-80% of students do not study abroad for a number of reasons, we see GNL as an opportunity to create exposure to global competencies and perspectives and increase the interest in having a study abroad opportunity during their time at university.  York hosted the first GNL workshop in September 2022.�Recognized by Canadian Bureau of International Education with the Panorama Excellence Award for the Globally Networked Learning (GNL) Program. 



Advancing Global Engagement
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Outgoing exchange students 
for 2023-2024.

100+
Incoming exchange students 

for 2023-2024 
+ 20 outgoing global 

interns for Summer 2023.

175+
Outgoing students for 2023 

York U faculty led 
Summer courses (Las Nubes, 

AMPD, GL and LA&PS).

251

Presenter
Presentation Notes
With the return to international travel, York has invested in advancing Global Engagement through partnerships, research and global learning.Exchange & Global Internships have mostly returned to pre-pandemic levels:+100 outgoing exchange students for 2023-24; +175 incoming exchange students for 2023-24; +20 outgoing global intern for Summer 2023.Summer/short-term program offerings and participation has increased,  251 outgoing students for 2023 YorkU faculty-led summer courses (Las Nubes, AMPD, GL and LA&PS).There was an increase in the number of students interested in summer schools Post-pandemic partnership development and engagement included in-person missions to Israel, India, Mexico, Singapore, Korea, Philippines, Vietnam, Hong Kong (SAR), USA (NY), Brazil  including meetings with academic partners, alumni, government and other stakeholders in support of advancing global engagementAs part of York’s Africa engagement strategy, hosted high-level delegations from South Africa including Deputy Minister of Higher Education, and Science & Technology (only visit made to a Canadian University) and followed up by visit from the National Research Council (SA) & Universities South Africa to continue discussions on developing a framework for collaboration & joint research funding callsHosted over 40 visiting delegations with a focus on recruitment, research, global learning, faculty exchange, and capacity buildingYork became a member of CALAREO (focus on Latin America) Canada-Caribbean Institute (CCI), UN Academic Impact (UNAI) and strengthened relations with Hemispheric University Consortium, Asia Pacific Foundation of Canada, Canada China Business Council and Shastri-Indo Canadian Institute  High profile speaking opportunities for President Lenton at the Canada Asia Forum (Singapore) and Future of Education Conference (Mexico).Recognized by Canadian Bureau of International Education with eh Panorama Excellence Award for the Globally Networked Learning (GNL) Program. 



Spotlight: Canada in Asia Conference
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Presentation Notes
The GEI Strategy is attracting international students/partnerships.The first-ever CIAC was organized by the Asia-Pacific Foundation of Canada and Universities Canada. York University was an academic sponsor of the conference, attracting hundreds of industry captains, distinguished Canadian-university alumni, senior government officials from Canada and the region, as well as presidents of Canadian and regional universities and other Asia-Pacific thought leaders.This conference brought Canadian institutions together for an in-depth conversation about fostering partnerships with Singaporean and other Asia-based institutions. It was an opportunity for Canadian institutions to learn from one another on regional strategy and understand how others are engaging Singaporean counterparts while strengthening and expanding Canadian higher education cooperation in the Asia-Pacific. As you may be aware, the Asia-Pacific is home to 65 per cent of the global population, making it a vital market for Canada, and York, to tap into. Each of these opportunities delivered fascinating new insights into how we can continue to thrive despite the challenging external landscape. 



Working in 
Partnership



Working in Partnership

Joan and Martin Goldfarb Gallery under 
construction (completion date is June 2024)

Sherman Health Science Research Centre
expansion project underway

MOUs signed with Town of Newmarket, 
Philippines, UNITAR (CIFAL York), Oak 
Valley Hospital

MOUs underway with Southlake Hospital and 
Humber River Regional Hospital
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Presentation Notes
Over the past few years, York has intensified its role to support cross-sector collaboration to solve important challenges, build inclusive, resilient and sustainable communities, and plan for an uncertain future that requires adaptability, evidence-informed policy and a nimble workforce.Vaughan Healthcare PrecinctLand has been secured at the Vaughan Healthcare Precinct site for York's Medical School.Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) completed with Oak Valley Hospital.An MOU is currently being developed between Southlake Hospital and Humber River Regional Hospital.School of Medicine (SoM)York submitted a Major Capacity Expansion (MCE) Proposal for the School of Medicine in September 2022. As of April 2023, York and the Province have established a Working Group to consider the financial, programmatic, and health care impacts of the MCE proposal. A detailed Planning Prospectus outlining the sequencing of actions and governance processes has been drafted and shared with the Academic Policy, Planning, and Research Committee (APPRC) of York’s Senate and the Academic Resources Committee of Board.Capital ExpansionMarkham Campus project will reach substantial completion by late spring 2024.School of Continuing Studies building completed and opened in Fall 2022. Construction for the Joan and Martin Goldfarb Gallery of York University (GGYU) is currently underway, with an anticipated completion date of June 2024.Construction is currently underway for the Sherman Health Science Research Centre expansion project.



Spotlight: Water Academy At the United Nations

York University partnered with the United Nations, 
York Region and York Regional Police to launch a 
Water Academy at the UN Water Conference, the first 
conference on water in 50 years.

The virtual Water Academy combines multi-
stakeholder collaboration to promote the 
harmonization of water initiatives and to build a water 
culture based on responsible attitudes toward water 
with a special focus on distressed areas for 
Indigenous communities and marginalized / equity-
deserving groups.
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Presentation Notes
York University partnered with the United Nations, the York Region and the York Regional Police to launch a Water Academy at the UN Water Conference, the first conference on water in 50 years.�The virtual Water Academy combines multi-stakeholder collaboration to promote the harmonization of water initiatives and to build a water culture based on responsible attitudes toward water with a special focus on distressed areas for Indigenous communities and marginalized / equity-deserving groups.�The Water Academy will:Facilitate cross-sector collaboration and conversationDevelop scientific-based solutions that inform water policies and programsMeasure and monitor impact, and promote the replicability of water management practice.



Spotlight: Congress 2023
1,600+ spaces used to host global scholars

10,310 event participants and 67 scholarly 
associations came to York campuses

160+ York-led open programming activities 
including film screenings, panel presentations, 
exhibitions, tours & workshops

200+ talks and presentations from York 
University academics.

A total of 11 Faculties, 9 ORUs, 2 divisions 
contributed.
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York University hosted the 2023 Congress of the Humanities and Social Sciences, in partnership with the Federation for the Humanities and Social Sciences. Congress is the largest academic gathering in Canada, and one of the largest in the world. The event brought together 67 academic associations from humanities and social sciences disciplines, including literature, history, theatre, film studies, education, music, sociology, geography, social work and more.York’s academic convenor for Congress 2023 was Dr. Andrea Davis, associate professor in the Department of Humanities, Faculty of Liberal Arts and Professional Studies. Recently, Dr. Davis served as special advisor on the Faculty’s Anti-Black Racism Strategy, a position developed by the Dean’s Office as part of the Faculty’s comprehensive response to combatting anti-Black racism. The theme: Reckonings and Re-Imaginings reflects diverse voices and their contributions. The theme honours Black and Indigenous knowledge and cultures, and centres the diverse voices and ideas of scholars, graduate students, policymakers and community members to vital conversations about the most pressing issues facing our world. 1,600+ spaces used to host global scholars·      10,310 event participants and 67 scholarly associations came to York campuses·      160+ York-led open programming activities including film screenings, panel presentations, exhibitions, tours & workshops·      200+ talks and presentations from York University academics, showcasing scholarship reflecting on the experiences, knowledges and cultures of Indigenous and Black communities in relation to racial and climate justice.·      Contributions came from all 11 York Faculties, nine Organized Research Units, two divisions and other units, such as the Teaching Commons and Innovation York. ·      38 Swag Stage performances featuring York students, alumni, faculty and community members



Living Well 
Together



Living Well Together: Highlights

MOU with Canadian Black Chamber of 
Commerce.

SHARP 2.0 implemented.

Security Services Review completed.

HR Reorganization (Well-Being Strategy in 
development).
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Skennen’kówa Gamig

Presenter
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York signed an MOU with the Canadian Black Chamber of Commerce (CBCC) on March 13. The agreement creates a pathway for CBCC members to fast track their applications in York’s first of a kind Social Procurement Vendor Portal. Social Procurement seeks to increase community benefit by being intentional about how an organization buys its goods and services and aims to foster inclusive economic growth. York is one of Canada’s first universities to establish a comprehensive Social Procurement Policy.�York also released the Security Services Review Report, led by co-sponsors VPFA Carol McAulay and Interim VP-EPC. The review emerged in response to a long history of concerns from equity-deserving groups about security activity at the University. In response, the University released its Action Plan on Black Inclusion: A Living Document for Action in December 2021 and identified a thorough review of York’s security services as a commitment and action. The overarching recommendation (drawing from education sessions, town halls, meetings and focus groups) was to transition away from the current law enforcement model that guides security activities and implement a community-centric model – one that is bias-free, transparent, accountable, diverse and specialized, community-focused and collaborative.



Living Well Together: Highlights

Kathleen Taylor was 
installed as York’s 14th 
Chancellor, marking a 
historic era for the 
University.
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Living Well Together: Profiling York’s Unique Identity
World University Rankings & York’s Performance

RANKINGS
2020 2021 2022 2023

(1,400 universities) (1,500 universities) (1,600 universities) (1,799 universities)

THE World University 
Rankings (WUR) 401-500 401-500 401-500 401-500

York University has remained ranked in the 401-500 
band for several years now. Domestically, York is 

holding steady at 17th in Canada for the past 3 
years. The 2023 edition had 1799 universities 

participate in the rankings.
2020 2021 2022 2023

(1,000 universities) (1,000 universities) (1,300 universities) (1,500 universities)

QS World University 
Rankings (WUR) 511-520 531-540 494 456

York moved up in the QS World University ranking 
this year to 456th in the world. This is continuing a 
recent trend of upward momentum for York in the 

QS rankings. York lands top 10 spot in 17 subjects in 
QS rankings, and moved up to the 456th position.

2019 2020 2021 2022

ARWU Shanghai 501-600 401-500

301-400
(on par with 

U15s Saskatchewan
& Manitoba in this 
research-intensive 

ranking)

401-500
(tied with University 

of Guelph at 
a National placement 

level of 18-19

York University has been ranked in the 401-500 
band in the Academic Ranking of World Universities 

(ARWU; Shanghai) for 2022, and saw significant 
changes in subject rankings, including 

improvements in rank and transitioning from 
unranked to ranked in certain subjects.

2020 2021 2022 2023

Maclean's 
Comprehensive 8th 6th 6th 5th

In the Maclean’s Comprehensive Rankings York 
moved up in the Maclean’s ranking this year in the 
comprehensive category 6th to 5th place. This is a 

strong overall result.

Maclean's Reputation's 
Rank 21 20 18 17

Maclean's Reputation Rankings increased by one 
spot, reaching 17 out of 49 universities, compared to 

18 in 2022.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Maclean's Ranking 2023: York moved up in the Maclean’s ranking this year in the comprehensive category 6th to 5th place. This is a strong overall result. Maclean's Reputation Rankings increased by one spot, reaching 17 out of 49 universities, compared to 18 in 2022.  Quacquarelli Symonds (QS) World University Rankings 2023:  York University moved up to the 456th position; this is continuing a recent trend of upward momentum for York in the QS rankings. Quacquarelli Symonds (QS) World University Rankings 2023:  York lands top 10 spot in 17 subjects in QS rankings, and moved up to the 456th position; this is continuing a recent trend of upward momentum for York in the QS rankings THE World University Ranking (WUR) 2023: The University has remained ranked in the 401-500 band for several years now.  Domestically, York is holding steady at 17th in Canada for the past 3 years. Academic Ranking of World Universities (ARWU, Shanghai) 2022:  York University has been ranked in the 401-500 band. York improved in subject rank in; Atmospheric Science; Economics and Psychology.



Living Well Together: 
Establish York’s differentiated identity and enhance reputation
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Exceeded our total followers/impressions/interactions
growth targets of 10%

+15%
Followers

from 381,000 to 438,000

+12.6%
Impressions

from 26.4 million to 29.7 million

+27.8%
Interactions

from 8.7 million to 11.1 million

Presenter
Presentation Notes
C&PA: Ramped up digital content creation and exceeded primary channel goals



Living Well Together: 
Right the Future Campaign

The Right The Future advertising campaign is positively 
enhancing York’s reputation. Audiences cited they were 
much more likely to have a favorable impression after seeing 
the ads:

74% first choice apps
63% second choice apps
55% non-apps
67% parents
61% influencers
54% GTA general population
47% general population Ontario (excluding GTA)
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Presentation Notes
The mandate of Communications & Public Affairs is to enhance positive reputation and communicate York University’s differentiation– so that:  More students will make York a first choice;  We continue to attract and retain top quality faculty, researchers and staff;  York is appealing to funders/ donors, community partners, employers and strategic partners;  York community members, including alumni, serve as ambassadors for the University. As multi-media storytellers and marketers, we help communities understand how the University is creating positive change. Across our channels C&PA has used compelling and creative techniques to help build trust among faculty and staff, pride among students and understanding with the world at large. 



Living Well Together: In-Person Events & Celebrations
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Spotlight: DEDI Strategy
The Strategy aims to embed DEDI into the 
fabric of York University in pursuit of living its 
mission and values. The DEDI Strategy 
consists of several interdependent 
dimensions, embedding DEDI principles, 
practices, and actions institutionally. This is 
visually represented as the head of a flower. 
The strategy is a long-term endeavour that 
will evolve over time.
Number of recommendations already in 
progress with annual goals and targets.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
About The Decolonizing, Equity, Diversity, and Inclusion (DEDI) Strategy 2022-2027:�There are several enabling activities that support the implementation of the DEDI strategy at an institutional level that include the current University Academic Plan (UAP), the Indigenous Framework, the Framework and Action Plan on Black Inclusion, and the DEDI plans that exist in various faculties, divisions and units. This DEDI Strategy is meant to augment these existing frameworks and plans serving as an umbrella to support and complement strategic planning, development, and implementation of focused activities to advance DEDI at York. Individual faculties, divisions and units will identify and resource appropriate enabling activities for implementation of their specific DEDI strategies and activities. In terms of the academic implications, it is also important that the University Senate and its committees, including Faculty Councils, also engage and foster the work of DEDI. While the Division of Equity, People and Culture takes a leadership role in advancing this DEDI strategy, success depends on the participation of the entire community including our students, faculty, instructors, and staff. Everyone has a responsibility to advance this work. At the core of the DEDI strategy represented in the eye of the flower are five people created and connected by a single line drawing that represents the York campus community broadly and, more specifically, undergraduate students, graduate students, faculty, instructors, and staff. People are at the heart of the strategy and should always be centred in the work. The eye of the flower is surrounded by a red circle where the five strategic directions of the strategy are located, indicating their core importance. These provide an intentional focus for the five years of the plan to help drive transformative change. The five strategic directions are described in more detail. Each strategic direction is defined and discussed in terms of recommendations for new campus-wide initiatives; initiatives already in progress; calls to action for the University community to consider; and benchmarks to signal success. The light blue circle references University strategies and plans that are connected to the DEDI strategy and the strategic directions. The inclusion of this circle is meant to indicate the interconnectedness of this work across the university community. These include the UAP, the Indigenous Framework, the Framework on Black Inclusion and the individual faculty, divisional and unit DEDI plans that already exist or are being formed. There are 12 outer petals of the flower, each one representing one of the principals outlined earlier in the strategy. Each petal, or principle, serves as a reminder of the purpose and goals behind DEDI. These principles form the basis for a common understanding and framing for DEDI work across the University. Other DEDI Initiatives include: Between May 2022 and April 2023, the Centre for Human Rights, Equity and Inclusion provided training to 3,591 Faculty, Staff and Students over 118 standardized (REDDI Series and Anti-Racism Workshop Series) and customized (strategic, responsive sessions based on community requests) sessions. York University's Academic Innovation Fund invested $40,000 in Biskaabiiyaang, an Indigenous-led metaverse that delivers Anishinaabe language and First Nation cultural competency programs. The project aims to increase the number of Anishinaabemowin second-language speakers and become a living archive safeguarding the heritage of Indigenous Peoples.



Spotlight: Advancing DEDI

York Libraries hosted edit-a-thon to improve digital coverage 
of Black excellence.

The Centre for Human Rights, Equity & Inclusion offered over 
118 REDDI and Anti-Racism Workshops for 3,5921 Faculty, 
Staff and Students.

Endowment of the Jean Augustine Chair (Faculty of 
Education) – the first endowed chair in Canada focused on 
educational programs and community partnerships that are 
culturally responsive and relevant to the Black community.
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Presentation Notes
York U Libraries: Edit-A-Thon:A joint campaign that seeks to address gaps in Black content on Wikipedia and Wikidata will run throughout February and will feature an in-person edit-a-thon session at York University Libraries on Feb. 15.The Black Histories Wikipedia and Wikidata Edit-a-thon is a collaboration between York University, University of Toronto, Toronto Metropolitan University and the Toronto Public Library, and brings together a group of interdisciplinary scholars and students to improve the coverage and quality of Black content online through weekly synchronous sessions.To build an understanding of care for the editing sessions, the month started with a kickoff panel event discussing Black community archives. This event featured Debbie Ebanks Schlums (York PhD student and Vanier Scholar in Cinema and Media Studies) as a panelist, alongside Jonsaba Jabbi (co-founder of Building a Black Archive) and with Funké Aladejebi (York University alumni and assistant professor at the University of Toronto) as moderator.The campaign invites the public to participate, and those interested will receive editing training through documentation and during the synchronous editing sessions which will primarily be led by trained student facilitators.The edit-a-thon will teach critical information and data literacy skills while diversifying online content. It aims to foster open scholarship and intentionally provides programming to engage with Black and racialized students. The campaign is built upon partnerships across multiple institutions to provide experiential education for students (both event facilitators and participants) on current technologies.



Spotlight: Service Excellence
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In 2020, York University developed a vision for Service Excellence to create positive change for the community by fostering a cultural shift toward greater service excellence across the University.Service Excellence plays an important role in York’s vision to provide a broad sociodemographic of students with access. Over the past two years, significant progress has been made through the work of the Service Excellence Program (SEP) and the Student Systems Renewal Program (SSRP). SEP has introduced a variety of improvements, including the ongoing implementation of the University Services Centre (USC), various process improvement initiatives and organizational redesign within HR and Finance with the Budget & Asset Management project.The SSRP is in the process of implementing next generation solutions that will enhance the student, faculty and staff experience, while advancing a shared understanding of data and information in a secure and accessible environment. New solutions will launch in Summer 2023, beginning with a Financial Aid, Awards and Scholarships solution, and a community engagement tool that will be used to manage student recruitment, application and admission processes.By spearheading the SEP and SSRP, York is leading the digital transformation necessary to advance 21st century learning, while also reducing our carbon footprint to foster seamless collaboration. Updates as of June 2023:1. Deployed security information and event management system for correlation of security events and alert generation. Deployed decoy and early detection technology to UIT and key infrastructure.  2. Completed SSRP implementations of privileged access management and Access Management (CyberArk & ForgeRock systems) with operational deployment to occur in 2022-23. The implementation to provide Identity Governance (IGA - SailPointe) has been initiated and is on-track. AwardCloud component of the NextGen SIS implementation is underway (completed Sprint 5 of 6). CRM contract negotiations have been completed with a successful proponent and the initiative is underway and on track.  3. Retained Organization/Target Operating Models for IAM, CRM and Next-Gen SIS have been developed and reviewed by PwC and by university senior leadership.   Materials currently being and submitted for upcoming PVP/Budget Committee. All SSRP milestones were met with two exceptions (4 month schedule delay on AwardCloud and a number of scope items have been moved from release 1 to release 2 of CRM).  CRM Release 2 has been shifted by a month and is tentatively set for June 2024.  AwardCloud delay are attributed to the vendor’s underestimation of the complexity of work required such as OSAP integration) 



Highlights: Student Systems
Renewal Program (SSRP)

NextGen SIS: Financial Aid, Awards and Scholarships 
design & build underway for November 2023.

NextGen SIS Oracle Student Management underway.

Mobile and Portal Project will build a virtual service point 
for students to interact with York from their smartphones.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SSRP is a critical enabler of the Service Excellence vision. With the co-creation of new integrated business solutions and streamlined technology platforms, students will be better equipped to manage their learning experiences through easily accessible personalized academic and financial supports.   SSRP has achieved:IAM: Implemented two of three solutions: Privileged Access Management (PAM) – CyberArk (securing administrator access to applications and resources) & Access Management (AM) – ForgeRock (providing login authentication single sign-on) . Identity Governance Administration (IGA) - SailPoint (providing role-based access) implementation is underway and targeted to complete June 2023.CRM: Negotiated Master Services Master Service Agreement (Alithya), Implementation Statements Of Work (Alithya) and associated License Agreements (Frequency Foundry greymatter, Microsoft, ClickDimensions). Started the first of three releases: Release 1 is focused on recruitment and is in the Design and Build Phase with a target to go live summer of 2023. Release 2 will be focused on Applications, Admission, Retention and Graduate Milestones.  Release 3 will be focused on Comprehensive Learner Record and additional data feeds. NextGen SIS: Financial Aid, Awards and Scholarships design and build is underway for a November 2023 go live. NextGen SIS: Oracle Student Management (OSM) due diligence underway: prioritized York’s functional/technical requirements, established a watchlist based on the OSM roadmap progress by requirement, monitoring the OSM roadmap and the proposed associated implementation plan and making adjustments as required. Established an OSM Sandbox to test available OSM releases. Participating in OSM Focus Groups. Monitoring the SIS industry maturity and peers. Enterprise Integration Platform: Completed Proof of Concept (POC). Implemented development environment. The build of the QA and Production environments targeting to complete July 2023. Data Management and Reporting: Inventoried ~1500 data elements, defined ~550 data definitions for the SSRP solutions. Working in collaboration with OIPA to progress Data Governance processes with Data Stewards and Data Custodians and approve definitions. Defined authoritative sources for the Data Governance teams to validate with Data Stewards and Trustees. Completed inventory of reports, ~2200, within key solutions that will be transformed within the SSRP. Designed IAM Shadow database design and data transformation. Negotiated Profisee implementation Statement Of Work and associated License Agreements. Implementation of Profisee to synchronize data between cloud solutions and legacy systems targeted to complete Fall 2023.Mobile/Portal: The Mobile and Portal project will build a virtual service point for students to interact with York. Students will be able to access solutions like CRM and NextGen SIS while on the move, with the ease of signing on from their smartphones. Initial due diligence underway.  Solution options are being explored.Government Reporting: Negotiated a Partnership Agreement with Deloitte to define how York and Deloitte will coll



Benefits of SSRP
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Strengthening 
Our Impact on 
the SDGs



Highlights: Advancing Our Leadership in 
Sustainability

New Sustainability Framework implemented with 
Steering Committee and expanded Office
Consultation underway for next version of 
Sustainability Strategy 2023-2028
Invested $1M to support Sustainable Innovation.
Welcomed Mike Layton as the Chief Sustainability 
Officer
Improved sustainable transportation options and 
waste diversion on campus.
Ahead of target to reduce indirect and direct 
emissions by 45% before 2030 to achieve net-zero 
sooner.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This Fall, York announced bold commitments to expand our leadership in sustainability.Reduce indirect and direct emissions by 45 per cent by 2030 to achieve net-zero sooner$1M to support Sustainable InnovationHired Chief Sustainability Officer Mike LaytonImproved sustainable transportation optionsLeader in waste diversion on campusImproved sustainable transportation options with the installation of 33 electric vehicle recharging stations at the Keele and Glendon Campuses and on-campus cycling infrastructure; expanded the Toronto Bike Share program.We are one of the first universities to have implemented social and sustainability procurement policies. These policies align with York’s values of equity, diversity and inclusivity by providing a framework for how to address economic disadvantages and leveraging our purchasing processes to support a more equitable and sustainable cultureYork is on track to meet our 2030 Paris Agreement targets for Scope 1 and 2 emissions.We have made significant progress in reducing our fossil fuel investments through our ESG approach.We are leading the way in waste diversion on campus – having achieved greater diversion rates than surrounding municipalities.



Answering the Call: Sustainable Living Microlectures Series

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This winter, we proudly launched the Microlecture Series in Sustainable Living. The series is a first-of-a-kind, free, interdisciplinary open access program that gives participants the opportunity to learn from six of York’s world-renowned experts on topics of sustainability. It challenges users to commit to taking individual action in support of sustainable living. 200 completed to date.



Spotlight: Sustainable Innovation Fund

A newly funded project called "Determining the merits of 
large battery electricity storage at York University" will assess 
the desirability (environmental impact reduction), feasibility 
(fit with existing campus infrastructure and staffing) and 
viability (whether the system will reduce overall costs) of a 
large battery storage system at York University.

The project is led by Tim Hampton and Mark Winfield (EUC), 
Hany Farag (Lassonde) and Steve Prince (Facilities).

Presenter
Presentation Notes
York received 10 applications from students, faculty and student communities and included a range of issues including energy storage, waste diversion, biodiversity, employment in sustainability, food security and transportation. There were 4 projects selected.



Spotlight: Campus as a Living Lab

Energy Management Information Systems (EMIS) is a 
state-of-the-art system that will enable cloud-based 
software with AI capabilities to analyze and optimize 
existing building energy in real time with the goal of 
controlling campus comfort and reducing unnecessary 
use of electricity and gas. This initiative contributes to 
the learning experiences of our students and 
researchers who benefit from real-time knowledge and 
data in their own work.



Looking 
Forward
York @ 100

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Bold Thinking – Seizing Emerging Opportunities that align with who we are and what matters to us.York at 100 years – prioritizing opportunities and addressing challenges.Opportunities that support York as a socially responsible Impact University – as measured through our commitment to the United Nations SDGs and through our higher education rankings. As a comprehensive, research-intensive university, it is important to distinguish York as value driven (through areas such as social justice and equity), and an innovator for positive change. Core to this will be the addition of a medical school, our positioning and ability to educate students and drive impact through research and operations on global issues and establishing ourselves as a 21st century university with a long-term view. To realize this vision, we recognized the need to support international recruitment and build our global presence through partnerships; we need to be responsive to the changing landscape and the needs of students through innovation in the future of learning (meeting program needs, microcredentials, and delivering flexible programming that align with the workforce and the needs of our students). We identified important new emerging opportunities such as the School of Medicine, R&I projects such as Connected Minds as critical to growing the University and enhancing our global reputation. And we identified SEM, SSRP and affordable housing as driving components for enhancing the University experience for students. Other potential opportunities: Glendon, expanding commercialization, Campus Vision lands, and addressing AI and ChatGPT, affordable housing and food insecurity for students. We held a second session that looked at calculated risk, financial indicators, cash reserves, contingencies and debt repayment. We know the next few years will be challenging financially but it will be more important than ever to maintain a growth mindset for the long-term goals, otherwise we risk compromising on big transformational opportunities. There is always a reputational risk when we consider cutting student services, increasing class sizes and freezing faculty hiring, but we will have to balance this with due diligence to ensure the deficit is managed. We agreed it makes sense to take calculated risks where innovation is concerned and to move forward with transformational projects in progress – SSRP, Markham Campus, Connected Minds, and to invest in Glendon.  I-Hive and Markham 2 could be pursued further down the road and to reassess any major infrastructure plans related to Campus Vision.



Thank You
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